
VERMENTINO

Vermentino makes among the most distinctive and delicious white wines out of Italy today.  The grapes grow 
best in a sunny, dry and warm climate.  The vines seem to especially benefit with proximity to the sea so it is 
no surprise that areas like the Tuscan Maremma and the island of Sardinia are making world-class and 
distinctive wines from Vermentino.

Sassoregale lies in the heart of the Tuscan Maremma.  Handcrafted with 
centuries-old methods, our wines are civilized and sophisticated without 
ever losing that wild essence. This unmistakably bold soul comes through 
in the style, flavor, and spirit of those who know and savor Sassoregale.

Untamed Tuscany: This 100% Vermentino is rooted in the Tuscan 
countryside not far from the sea.  Our untamed soul is represented by the 
boar that roams the area around our organically-farmed vineyards.

Bold without being heavy: Our intense flavors created by the sun, wind 
and sea captured in the bottle do not overstate our easygoing drinkability 
and well-balanced character.

Tasting note: Sassoregale’s Tuscan Vermentino is dry with robust citrus 
and stone fruit flavors framed by herbal notes and a crisp finish.  It 
tastes rich but is utterly fresh.

SASSOREGALE

The name Mesa, which in both Sardinian and in Spanish means 
table, sums up in just four letters the very soul of the winery. 
Nourishment, a meal among friends, simplicity, and fragrant 
odors of the Sardinian earth.  Mesa was born as a declaration of 
love for Sardinia, expressed through its most noble treasure: 
wine.

Distinctive wines: A growing number of people are interested in 
exploring less well-known wine regions and undiscovered 
varietals, including Vermentino (and Cannonau and Carignano, 
other varieties that Cantina Mesa grows).

Deep respect for the grapes and wine: Founded in 2004 in a 
wine region dominated by large cooperatives, Cantina Mesa has 
been committed to quality from day one, including sustainable 
agriculture and building a modern cellar to make wines as 
transparent to terroir as possible.

Primo Bianco tasting note: This wine is fresh and bright, with 
attractive perfumes of apples, honeydew melon and lime, 
zesty acidity medium body and a crisp finish.

Giunco tasting note: Giunco shows bold aromas of apricots 
and tropical fruits framed by wild dried herbs and solid 
minerality.  Richly fruited yet savory on the palate with 
vibrant acidity and a long saline finish.
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